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ABSTRACT

The U. S. Army has sponsored a long-range program to collect and analyze data on aircraft damaged by ground fire.in
Vietnam. This effort, sustained by contributions from many .agencies and tcams, culminated in a vast data bank of
information concerning U. S. rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft in combat, the reactions of these aircraft and their systems
to ground fire, and the resulting casualties and fatalities.

This-report surveys the entire program, the analyses performed on the data, the lessons learned from these analyses, and
the various payoffs in terms of survivability improvements to both fielded and future aircraft. Recommendations are
offered for additional analyses to more fully exploit, the data bank.

FOREWORD

This repo.t summarizes the accomplishments of the U. S. Army Materiel Sy3tems-Analysis Agency (USAMSAA) for the
period 1962 through 1973 in the collection and analysis of combat damage data on U. S. Army aircraft in Southeast
Asia. The summary was done by the Falcon Research and Development Company, Baltimore, Maryland, sponsored by
the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions' Effectiveness (JTCG/ME). Special acknowledgement is deserving
to Mr. lames Fl. Young, Mr. Donald-Malick, Mr. Raymond M. Ma.comin, and Dr. Robert F. Bennett of Falcon Research
and -Development Company. The effort, of summar'zing the data for this report was begun in March 1973 and

a completed in December 1973.

The technical direction for this work was provided by Mr. James R. Lindenmuth of USAMSAA.
5P

A more detailed confidential report entitled U. S. Army Aircraft Combat Damage(f963-1973) is also being published
on this subject.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Formal study of aircraft vulnerability beian at Aberdeen Proving Ground shortly after World War 1, primarily for
the purpose of improving munitions used against aircraft.In 1962, Army Matesiel Connand(AMC) initiated the first
research and development (R&D) program specifically designed to reduce vulnerability and improve survivability of
aircraft and aircrcws. Tasks were initially distributed to-Air Mobility R,3search mid Development Laboratory (AMRDL),
Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL), Army Materiel and Mechanic Research Center (AMMRC), and Natick
Laboratories. Shors-y thereafter, with the outbreak of hostilities in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN), BRL/AMSAA

assumed the task of collecting and analyzing aircraft combat damage and loss data. The priniary-purpose of this effort
was to identify and document causes of losses, crashes, forced-dandings, mission aborts, and personnel casualties in
order to supplement and to challenge proving ground test-results, engineering analyses, and predictive techniques.

2. The approach called for the collection and collation of datz from all existing available sources, including associated
operations data (flying liours, sorties, -etc). By 1971, when the sources of data essentially dried. vp, this effort had
accumulated the largest single data bank of its kind. Data were collected primarily on Army aircraft with some data on
USAF; USN, and USMC helicopters and light aircraft.

3. Approximately 35 percent of the collected data-has-now been analyzed and published in more than 30 reports.-In
addition, many special studies were undertaken with-the processed and raw data inresponse to project managers, other
Department of the Army (DA) and Department of Defense (DOD) agencies, and the aircraft industry. In this report-the
status of data collection, data analyses,- and -reports-in-publication is summarized; some of the accomplishmennts and
their impact upon aircraft- survivability issues are-reviewed; and potential benefits of f;'-ther exploitation of the data

V bank are suggested.

4. The collected data cover helicopters of all types-andfthe Army fixed-wing aircraft flown in RVN: CH-21, UH-34,
UH.IB/C!D/E/F/H, CH.46, CH.47, CH,37, CH-54, OH3, OH-23, OH-6A, 011-58, 11-43, H-3, 1H-53, AH-IG, OV-1,
CV-2B, 0.1, and a few others manufactured- by -Bell, Boeir.g:Vertol, Sikorsky, Hughes, Kaman, Hiller, Grumman,
DeHaviland, and Cessna. Many of these aircraft were designed before 1962, prior to the time of significant vulnerability
studies or combat damage data analyses. and hence were -designed without benefit of essential survivability design
requirements. The numbers of losses and other a dverse- reactions for these aircraft in tlre early 1960's are not surprising.
However, some significant survivability oesign features-soon began to appear, and more important, survivability design
principles began to evolve.

5; The primary threat to the operation of these -aircraft- in RVN was the small.arms bullet, but a significant number of
incidents documented the enemy's use of .50-caliber (12.7am) bullets and explosive devices, such as rocket propelled
grenades (RPG), mines, booby traps, etc. Sonic aircraft were lost Fron sit;ioe hits by 7.62mm bullkts on any one-of a
variety of critical components and systems, while-other aircraft survived barrages of small projectiles or-fragments and
even direct hits by large RPG's. The combat data- serve to document, classify, and establish the nature of aircraft
reactions to a large variety of aircraft daniag,"-under a-variety of flight conditions:

6. In many instances during the 10 years of data- collection, the available results were used to design and jusify
retrofits for improving survivability. Examples of such retrofits include:

* Lightweight armor for crew and components

* Self-sealing fuel and oil tanks and lines

• Oil cooler bypass

ii
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*Void filler plastic foami for fuel fire protection in flight

0 Ciashworthv fuel systems

~7 v iIn many cases, it was also possible to use thie combat- da*.t- to directly measure-the payoff fot-uch improvements. It is
known that hundreds'of lives we~e saved by armor alone. It is-more difficult-to estimate- exactly bow-r-any aircraft
were saved. However, millions of dollars have been saved in OH.6's and AHIkG's alone as ai result of various
im prove ien ts- certainly many times the cost of combat damage data efforts.

7. More important, combat data analyses have demonstrated the feasibility of, benef its from, and the -need -for
nunieious design features for survivability, such as:

* Suction fuiel pumps

0 In-flight fire prevention techiniques

0 Dual flight controls anddual pilots

* Redundant hydraulic systems

* Multiple engines

* 'Oil-stairvation-toleratit transmission bearings-and gears

* Large-diameter hollow drive shafts

0 iBallistically tolerant componen ts

To esals uvivability strugnr discipline, requirements reflecting these-design-features have been defined for the new
Army aircraft such as the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft Systen(UTTAS), the- Peavy Lift Helicopter (HLH). and
the AdacdAtc eiotr(A) nutyi epnigt hschallenge- with-nianv- innovative solutions to the

fundmenal iobemsidetifed.Comat amag fidini nty lso-inluece thedevelopment of basic required

findings have confirmed current vulnerability prediction -tecliniques-aild -wilucd to improved -methdoog nd eneal
data.

-8. Many problem areas still exist requiring further exploitation of comN t data -analysis,-tlie areas which appear to have
large' potential payoff are:

Further analysis of All-IG data for the AAI I

*Further analysis of the CI147 and CIJ.S4 datm for-the HILH

0 Further analysis of thie CII146 and UfI- I D/ll data for UTI'AS-

0Further analysis of the OV-l data

* Comparative study kbetween aircraft) of dimage effects to functlonal-aircraft-subsystems

i
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o Further investigation of mission ebort causes and circumstances

-Repairability and repair time )

* Safety-implications (to prevent accidents)

9. The total impact of combat damage data on Akrmy aviation has been widespread and significant. In key decisions,

combat-data carry more weight than related mathematical or engineering analysis. Combat damage data supplement and
challenge test-41ata restilts; test data may, however, be obtained more systematically, efficiently, and economically.

10. Analysis of the available unprocessed data should be continued at an orderly pace to support development of the
next generation of Army aircraft. In addition, the present hit-or-miss data collection approach should be improved. A
well.organized system should be established for immediate deployment -of specially trained teams whenever
opportunities present themselves to collect data in'the future.

//
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SECTION I- INTRODUCTION

1.1. Since World War 11, tests of damage -mechanism combat damage data- or insights into aircraft vulnerability
k performance against aircraft -have been conducted- at problems, aircraft survivability- considerations, and aircraft

Aberdeen Proving Ground and other locations. Tf.- operations in combat environments. Furthermore, this dataI collection and analysis of -information concerning the base is available for future exploitation beyond the scope of
reactions of manned aircraft when struck by live the anrdyses summarized in-this document.

F ' ammunition have long been recognized as a desirable
1-2. This report- summarizes -the results to the present time

supplement to these test data. Combat damage data provide of the-aircraft combat damage data collection and analysis
the-only source-of this information. The-exposure of U.S. effort. The-primary-lessons learnedand several applications
Army aircraft to ground fire in-the Vietnam conflict early of the data analyses are-presented. Recommendations are
in the 1960's :provided the opportunity to collect a large made-concerning- further analyses and future applications of
quantity and variety of such data- on aircraft damage. In the existent-data. The main-body of the report consists of
July 19.62, aVteamof analysts-with experience in the study nine- sections which discuss the background, the extent, and
of aircraft vulnerability was sent to -Viethe various- applications of the aircraft combat damage data

~Advanced -Research Projects Agency (ARPA) for the
analyses and- give recommendations -for specific areas of

purpose -of -determining -how armor should- be- used- to
protect crews -of Army aircraft. The resulting field
experience led to-a program for-the collection and-detailed 1-3. A special-effort was-made to-keep-the information- in
analysis of combat-damage-data for Army aircraft-later the this report- unclassified. A -companion -report entitled-U. S.
same -year at the -Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL), Army Aircraft -Combat Damage (1962 - 1973), Joint-
Aberdeen Proving Ground,-Maryland. Under thi program, Technical-Coordinating Group for-MunitionsEffectlheness,
data -collected- in Vietnam -were sent to Aberdeen 'roving 61- JTCG/ME-74-2 (in publication) (CONFIDENTIAL),
-Ground- for processing and- analysis. In 1968, when the covers the same -material- but provides numbers-and details

'• , Army Materiel- Systems Analysis Agency (AMSAA)- was which require -that the report. take on "i confidential
formed from the BRL, the -responsibility Tor-thezcollection classification. The companion- -report -pividcs four
and-analysis-of these combat data.was-vested in AMSAA. appendixes -which present the combat damage data sources,
To date, -this program -has o'sulted in-the publication-of a list of published -reports -based--on -the -data collected,
over 30- analyses of combat dainage io aircraft- or of summary tables=of -pertinent- information-rom-the various
casualties to airborne personnel. BRL, AMSAA,--and the published reports, brief summaries of -the major reports,
Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions and -samples -ofrequests -forcombat data or analyses of data
Effectiveness (JTCG/ME) have all participated in- the -nade to-AMSAA and -BRL by- various government agencies
publication of these repows In addition to -these formal and -private organizations. The reader is -directed- to -the
publications, -the findings of +ic -combat damage analyses classified version, should -he require the -higher level- of
have provided- mpetus for a number of related research detail. The- purpose -of this- unclassified- -report is Iomake
efforts -and -published repoi is. The-data-base estabished as a -the -basic material and -information -concerning the- aircraft
result of the collection program has also been- used-to combat damage data collection and-findings available-to a
provide the answers to numerous requests for -pecific wide-audience.

1.1,(1-2 blank)L~iiK77
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SECTION 11 BACKGROUND DISCUSSION

2-1. The combat damage data collected during tile Vietnam 2-2. Such statistics are now available and have been
onflct and analyhedeob the various reports referenced iiG exploited to increase the survivability of rmy aircral in

this summary |nioveiboth rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft. Southeast Asia. Further analysis of these statistics is needed
iliese aircraft were largely Army operated, but sonic Air to provide a sound combat damage statistical base for-
Force. Navy. and Marine operated helicopters and light improving future aircraft survivabilit" In the-design of new
aircraft are also included. Most of the data are for aircraft, survivability coficepts mut, ompete with safety.
rutar -wing air.raft, since tile growth of the helicopter as a reliability, and maintainability concepts for weight, space,
%ersatie ,.ombat clement was spurred by the Southeast etc. Each of these technology areas has its foundation in
A.an o.onlil. At the outset of the conflict, the number of sizable and continuously growing statistical data banks. For
helitopters lost it) small-arms fire emphasized the instance, aircraft accident statistics are unquistionably the
,uboidmate role that aircraft survivability had plyed as a foundation of aviation safety research. Combat data may
de, ,,i .ric;ioii. Very few of the ptofessi6iial specialists only be collected during periods of hostility, out analyses
• '1o were in positions to influence the design and of data should proceed on an orderly, continuing basis.
prl'.urenrent of 'such machines had the opportunity to More-important, readiness and means to collect data should
oh'.ervc first-hand what was needed to improve be worked out in -detail prior to the outbreak of hostilities
,trvixabiliy. Well-documented- combat damage data were A data- collection team, familiar with the techniques and
tlie l! means of gaining the necessary survivability findirgs-of the current collection systeir and-headed-by an
r niation for most. of these specialists. A case in point Army officer, should be readily available for deployment
o ierons arioring against- small caliber bullets. In 1962, intocthe zone-of operations of any new conflict. This-team
ulHeIm op pmg dii..or sufficiently lightweight for would-have a twofold mission: to collect combat- data for

hel opters was not available, pnmarily because the need analysis-and to serve as a pipeline for information- flowing
hd not been recognized-by the armor materials researchers from- combat data analyses diredtly back to the troops
and aircraft designers. When the small caliber threat actively involved ;n combat. This dialogue would result-in
mn.mttri,hed. retrofit tipping plate arrangements were lives saved, reduction of equipment losses, and improved
dcvised and applied withm a -few months, and sone lives morale. The thrust of this report relates to combat-danage
\ret: saved. Moreover, motivation was provided for the to aircraft, but a data collection team in a combat- zone
a.cclerated development of the lightweight, ceramic., should- collect combat damage data for personnel- and all
composite armors. Within a year these were applied as seat classes-of military materiel.
aniitur and breastplates. Figure 2-1 depicts a typical
armred vest worn by a crew member, while Figure 2-2 2-3. The most frusirating aspect of combat damage-analysis
show-. the armored seat- in Ihe Uil ID. An analysis of is trying to measure directly and precisely from-combat
. 1 sualtiu from -the .ombat data for the period from 1962 statistics the benefit of a single survivability fix. There has
,o 1970 reeals that -hundreds-of lives were saved by this never-been an official reporting system in-the Army (or in
.nilor (References [and-2)*. It should be emphasized that, DOD)--urganized to systemati.ally and consistently record
had .inbat statistics similar to those presently at hand events-wherein a given survivability feature saves alife-or an
been available a few years prior to 1962, the need for such aircraft or a mission. This lack of adequate followup,
s,,lu~ions (and probably better solutions) could have been further influenced by the premature dosing -down of the
Le.opghided mulh sooner with subsequent savings it. botl' data-gathering system in Vietnam, precludes-many dramatic
lives and aircraft. def'onstrations of survivability payoffs at this tite. The

-timely completion of Ballistic Research Laboratories

References are contained in Section X Memorandum Report 2030, U. S. Army Casualties Aboard

2-1
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design of new aircraft and in optinizing their future
employment in combat. Information concerning the
potential weakness of certain systems of the aircraft

S ,,employed in Vietnam suggests that aircraft proposed for
S future use may be made less vulnerable to hostile enemy

- ,, action. Practically every component or system in an aircraft
has some effect on the survivability of an aircraft in a
combat- zone. Informatibn obtained from the various
combat- damage data analyses concerning the vulnerability
of the systems and components- of helicopters has. been

- applied in the design requirements for four types of future
'1 Army helicopters; namely, UTTAS, HLH, ARH, and AAH.

-". This application in the design stage, when changes may
frequently be made very simply and at little or no extra
cost, contrasts dramatically with retrofit aircraft changes,
which are generally both difficult and costly to make. The
use of combat damage-data by the aircraft industry offers a
great potential for payoff. Many aircraft companies have
solicited, and have been given access to, the raw combat
damage data for limited surveys on specific problems. Some
of the companies which received data have recipiocated by
contributing large amounts of company-collected data to
-the AMSAA data bank. When the designers in industry* ' recognize, understand, and appreciate vulnerability

problems, they frequently find better or more suitable
S" -solutions than might -be suested by government sources

not as intimate with design problems. This is-most apparent
.. .. in the-recent designs for UTTAS, HLH, and AAH in which

.industry's improvements in -the survivability of candidate
designs have evidenced a growing awareness by the design

Aircraft in RVN (1962-1967), provided the informatio'i engineers of the importance of these considerations.

which was a principal factor in the initial decision to
retrofit one of our key aircraft. This helicopter, equipped 2.5. The body of data from Vietnam provides an
with a crashworthy fuel system, arrived in Vietnam when abundance of inrormation on the levels of damage required
the conibat data sources began to close down. As-a- resull, to constitute attrition to helicopters, to cause a forced
the combat data provided under the collection program landing, and to cause the crew to abort a mission. Further
wejr;nsuffideat- to show the-number of lives-saved by- the information, which may have application in analytic
crashworth) fuel system in a combat-cnvironnent. This- is -predictive techniques for the vulnerability and survivability
an -example of an important ix prescribed in-response to of aircraft, is available and should be fully exploited.
combat damage analysis for which the opportunity for
Sevaltuation was lost. 2.6. As pointed out in Section III, the available data have
e not been fully analyzed or exploited. Although much of the

2-4. -While the importance of the application- of combat data has been examined in detail md useful information has

damage analyses to tie immediate improvement of been generated and recorded in various reporls, many

survivability of Army aircraft operating in Southeast Asia additional analyses should- be performed. The desirability

should- not be underestimated, the primary lessons to- be and potential use of the information from such analyses are

learned--from these studies-have major applications -in the discussed in Section IX.

2-31(24 blank)
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tSECTION III- EXTENT OF THE AIRCRAFT

COMBAT DAMAGE-DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM
3-1. The purpose of this section is to review the extent of 3-5. Thirty-one reports have been published concerning
the combat data collection and the analytical effort in combat damage to U. S. aircraft, effectiveness of selected
order to put the entire program in perspective, enemy weapons, compendia of incident and hit data, and

Army casualties aboard aircraft. Of these reports, 21 relate

3-2. When an Army aircraft was hit by enemy ground fire to damage analyses for specific aircraft (1 6 Army and 5
in Southeast Asia, the details of the incident were non-Army). In addition to these published reports, two
documented in a combat damage report, which was then reports on damage to Army aircraft (OH-6A and Ol.-58A)an documente reor on Armba personne casualti, aboardshe
forwarded to -AMSAA. Unit commanders were required to and another report on Army personnel casualties aboard
report daily every aircraft incident. These incidents were aircraft fi 1968 through 1970 are being prepared for
reported via the Joint Services Antiaircraft Fire Incident publication. A report covering combat damage of the Army
and Damage Report (JSIDR) and forwarded weekly to 7th OV.I aircraft during thc time period from July 1967
Air Force. The completed forms were sent monthly to through December 1970 has been proposed.
AlSAA. Additional data regarding combat damage 3-6. In addition to the formal published reports, AMSAA
sustained by Army aircraft were gathered from other and BRL have responded to many formal and informal
sources. Aircraft operational data, obtained for the most requests -for specific combat damage information. In some
part from the official form for reporting information on instances, the response was rapid since the data were on
aircraft operations in Southeast Asia, designated as hand. In other instances, the response to requests required
OPREP-5-by CINCPAC Instructions 003480.1, are included larger tasks with expenditures of man-weeks or man months
in the analyses of the combat damage data. of time.

3-7. The results of several of the analyses of combat

3-3. The collection of combat data concerning aircraft damage data have been used as the basis for establishing

damaged-by ground fire in Southeast Asia began in 1962 vulnerability reduction and survivability improvement

and was officially terminated on 31 December 1970, when requirements which become a part of the design
Aerwspecifications for follow-on Army helicopters. The findings.MACV Directive 381-34 was rescinded. However, sonic

coarse combat data continued to trickle into the bank while of various combat damage data analyses have also been
other sources of data remained active. These other sources instrumental in either initiating or giving direction to other

related research activities, such as specific test programs,were the -only link with aircraft incidents fter 1970 and analytical investigations of aircraft systems, etc. The
wire employed to gather- data for such aircraft as the interrelationships between aircraft combat damage data
AH-IG, the OH-58, and the UH.IT. Such data were analysis, iircraft vulnerability and survivtbility research are
important for information applicable to future Army difficult to characterize comp-tely as to cause and effect.

aircraft design. This is especially true in'many cases where the same analyst
is involved with both aircraft combat damage data analysis

3-4. From 1962 to 1970, almost all Army aircraft and related aircraft research.
ground-fire incidents were reported to BRL or AMSAA
directly or through OPREP-5. A breakdown of those 3-8. Several vulnerability or survivability reports have been
incidents which have been analyzed in published reports published which directly incorporate aircraft combat
-indicates that some analyses-have been made of about 35 damage data from the AMSAA data bank for specific
-rcent -of !Ii-e -reported aircraft incidents. Even the application to the analyses documented by these report.
analyzed data should be considered for further analysis. References 3 and 4 are examples of such repoits.

3-1/(3-2 blank)
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SECTION IV- THREATS ENCOUNTERED

4.1. MAJOR THREATS AND INTENSITY OF presented an analysis of data on a weapon designed to kill
WARFARE" tanks but used by the enemy against U. S. helicopters.

These data may be employed to estimate the effects of
a. One timcly benefit of rapid processing of aircraft weapons having warheads similar to that of Redeye, as well

combat damage data is that quantitative information may as the effects of 23mm and 57mm hig.explosive (HE)
begener'ated about t he nature of the ground-fire threat shells. Here was an opportunity to examie the effects of
during various time periods of combat operations. Thus, weapons which would normally be heavily employed in
suspected changes in the type and number of threats mid.intensity warfare. Data of this nature are estntial to
encountered may be either confirmed or denied by analysis vulnerability analysts. Another report (Reference -11) was
of these data. 'his real-time information is of immeasurable published on demae to aircraft by other threats (mines and
value in planning aerial combat operations and also in booby traps).
anticipating aircraft losses. These data also provide a means
to forecast the effects of passive protection on aircraft
which-are to be used in similar combat environments. 4-2. THE RPG AND THE MINES/BOOBY TRAPS

REPORTS
-b. During the Vietnam war, a series of c.omputer runs

was published annually to present results on hit incidents a. The RPG report presents a detailed analysis of
and threats. (For a complete list of these reports see incidents involving a variety of rotary-wing aircraft. The
References 5, 6, 7, 8, and9.) These computer runs provided incidents occurred during the period 1967 through 1970.
an index for all incoming data. More important, they The RPG type weapons were first identified in use by

-provided ameasure of what was occurring in combat with ee y e ean 1967 Pirtt eiod tese
enemy forces early in 1967. Prior to that period, these

4, - respect- to the type and numbers of threats encountered. weapons may have been in limited use. Although primarily
These summaries have been available for use in operational

planin aswel asfordetrmiingtheiiaureof he designed as an antitank weapon,-the RPG was employedplanning as well as for determining the nature of the against sonic helicopters, particularly when these aircraft
ground-fire threat to aircraft-in Vietnam. were obliged to fly low and slow, hover, or land in order to

perform their missions. Details concerning the extent to
c. With few exceptions, notably the Tet offensive of which the individual aircraft were- involved in RPG

:1968 and the operations at Lam Son, the combat incidents may be obtained from the report.

environment in Southeast Asia was predominantly low

intensity throughout the period of involvement of U. S. b. In a similar manner. the report on mines and booby
forces. The principal threat faced by Army aircraft (Refe rn e 11) re t n n s a g to
throughout the conflict was the .30 caliber (7.62mn) traps (Reference I1) presents an analysis of damage to

bullet. This amnunition was reportedlyused in the large helicopters by these particular weapons. Tie incidnts

majority of the danage incidents analyzed. Caliber .50 included in the report for analysis occurred during the:(1.7rm) ullts cconte fo a mal pecenageof he period January 16 hog ue17.Tearrf
co17mbllientsacutdfrasalpretg fh involved in the incidents represented a variety of

incidents.rotary-wing aircraft. Most of the mines/booby traps.
d. As the enemy weapons inventory became lcrger. incidents took place while the aircraft were near or on the

there were more and more instances of damage to U. S. ground. This is to be expected for weapons of this type.aircraft -from heavier weapons, until finally, it became Therefore, it is not surprising that aircraft which, in order'

feasible to prepare separate combat damage reports to perform their missions, must either land or hover, oftenSconcerning these weapons. For example, a report showed the highest percentages of mines/booby traps
(Reference 10)concerning rocket propeiled grenades (RPG) incidents.
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SECTION V - APPLICATION OF
COMBAT DAMAGE ANALYSIS - AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

5.1. INTRODUCTION aircraft and in retrofit ftxes to existing aircraft. A system
which, when damaged, is frequently responsible for a

a. The aircraft combat danlage analyses have been- uniformly high rate of adverse reactions, regardless of
published as a series of reports, each report dealing in detail aircraft type, may b:! so-identified and toughened in future
with one particular aircraft class or type. This is a-logical aircraft. A system which when damaged causes a large
and useful method to present such data. The data presented percentage of adverse reactions in a particular aircraft type,
in these reports permit comparisons between the- damage but not in others,-may -be singled out for further analysis to
responses of different aircraft types when exposed to determine the sources of the weakness.
similar ground-fire conditions. Or particular interest is the
comparison of these damage responses from a systems d. Systems may be selected for finer analysis with the
standpoint, detailed combat damage data. The engine, contiols, and

fuel are examples of systems which have been singled out in
b. An aircraft is often considered as a basic airframe this way. In the subsections which follow, illustrations-will

augmented-by-a number of systems. The more important-of be given of the types-of analyses that have been performed
these systems are those concerned with fuel, -engines, on these systems. The illustrations will show the nature of
lubrication, transmission, flight controls, hydraulics, and,in the analysis and the value of the extracted information.
the case of -helicopters, the rotors. Each aircraft Many similar analyses-have yet to be made with-the data
manufactureremploys his own staff of engineers to-design presently available.
these systems, and-no two engineering staffs have-identical
design philosophies. Combat damage analyses -provide a
means for. comparing hardware reflecting differing 5.2. FUEL SYSTEM COMPARISON
philosophies. These comparisons are helpful when the
specifications -for -the next generation of aircraft are to be The fuel system on- two-helicopters differs from that used
written. Most- aircraft manufacturers conduct private on other helicopters in that a suction boost pump is used
combat damage-analyses oi their own products, and some instead of the conventional, positive.pressure boost pump.
of these analyses are well done. The combat damage Schematics ii both types-of fuel systems are provided in
analyses conducted by -AMSAA cover all Army airefaft, Figure 5-1. L:.ause this suction boost pump represnts a-
regardless of manufacturer. Thus, the opportunity appears major departure in fuel system design, both controlled-
to make critical- comparisons of design philosophies. Sonic experiments and combat damage analysis were used- to
examples -of how such comparisons have been made and the determine the relative merits of the two types of pumps. A-
way in which-the-results have influenced the specifications fairly coarse -performance criterion may be used when-
for ftiture-aircraft-will-be presented in this section. comparing two fundamentally different approaches to

system design as in -this- case. 'lie performance criterion
c. Naturally, some aircraft systems.are more likely than applied to the combat-damage data is the frequency of fuel-

others to fail- as a result of a hit, and failures- of some fire following a fuel- system hit and the severity of the
systems result in more serious aircraft reactions than adverse reaction following such fuel fires.
failures in others. The survivability of the aircraft-demands
that those systems most closely connected with the 5-3. DUAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
aircraft's capability for continued flight be most difficult to
defeat by ground- fire. Two questions immediately arise. 1) A second case in which itlspossible to makc comparisons
Which systems,-when-damaged, a;e must oft.n-rupnibit, btwce twec y ds '" ,,
for adverse reactions? 2) If the systems are ranked use of dual hydraulic systems ai opposed to a single system.
according-to -the frequency in which their damage-caused These designs were compared against the criterion of -the
adverse reactions, does this ranking vary significantly- from number of adverse- reactions occurringas a direct result-of
one aircraft- type to anotlv!r? The answers to these hydraulic system- hits. taken as a fraction of the total
questions serve as guideposts in the specifications- or new number of hydraulic system hits. On Ihe heavier aircraft,
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Figure 5.1. Positive presute boost system vs suction fuel boost system,

many of the flight control functions are either fully c. The second example of a multiple-engine power plant
hydraulic or have hydraulic-assist devices. In order to- analysis examines the degradation of the single-engine-flight-
illustiate the relative vulnerability of a single -system, the capabilities for armored helicopters that sustain engine
ratio-of the number of crashes to the number of-hits on the damage while performing rescue missions. The analysis first-
hydraulic system is compared for four helicopters- with dual compares the observed performance of the helicopter, when
systems and for an aircraft with a single hydraulic-system. it has lost one engine in combat, with the predicted-

single-engine performance. These calculations include the
effects of altitude, speed, and gross weight at the- time-of

5-4. MULTIPLE-ENGINE POWER PLANTS the hit. Once the combat damage data have been usedto-
verify danger zone calculations, the calculations may in

a. Two examples are given here of combat- damage turn -be used to estimate the degradation in single-engine
analyses which were made in order to evaluate the performance which may result from the added weight of
effectiveness of multiple-engine power plants -in- reducing the armor. Two types of calculations are of interest -here.
helicopter vulnerability to small-arms threats. The first -involves the maximum gross weight which the

-helicopter can sustain invarious flight phases. The second
b. In the first example, the survivability of the power involves the conditions under wuch a controlled-landing

plants on the four twin-engine helicopters used i:vSoutheast may be executed, despite the loss of an engine.
Asia is compared widi that of a single-engine power-plant.
The result of this comparison does not simply -suggest,-for 5-5. MAIN ROTOR SLADE VULNERABILITY
example, that two engines are better than- one,-but-rather
provides a set of guidelines for determining when-a second a. Another crucial area to which combat damage
engine, designed into a helicopter, will in fact be-an-asset to analysis has been applied is the verification ef laboratory
survivability. Similar analyses, leading to. application data concerning the vulnerability of an aircraft system or
guidelines for other systems, are possible and indeed should component. Such use of the combat data does not depend
be made with the co!lected combat damage data-as partof on- making comparisons between different implementations
continuing effort (See Section IX). It is-postulated-that-a -of a given system, but rather considers all data on the
dual-engine power plant for an aircraft is a-survivability system, for- all aircraft types, in order to gain insight-into
asset, provided that either engine can supply enoughzpower the damage and failure modes which occur in actual
to maintain flight and that other survivability requirements combat. A particular example of this concerns the main
.re-r .ai ...ned However, if-.h ....- ... t ... -- ,,- rotor system of" helicuplers, specifically the main rotor
in a reduction of available power below the minimum blades.
required for flight, then the second engine is regarded,-from
the survivability standpoint, as a liability rather-than-an -b. Experiments conducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground
asset. indicate that the main rotor blades designed for mnot U. S.
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lelicopters are not easily defeated by small-arms VOID
) ammunition. Hey ever, tests indicate that rotor failure may FILLER

be caused by a-fiagmenting HE device, such a: a small shell, FOAM
mortar, or missile warheadi, striking smnall blades or die spar
area of large blades. The average presented areas of the
main rotor blades of a helicopter represent as much as one
quarter of the average presented area of the aircraft. For -
example, for the light observation helicopters, the average - FUEL
presented area cf the main rotors represents 1/6 to 1/4 of TANK
the average presented area of the-entire helicopter. FUEL

c. The combat damage data provide an opportunity to INCENDIARY
verify the laboratory findings -concei ning the vulnerability Figu, 5-2. Installation of void fill plastic foam.
of rotor blades to various threats in actual combat
situations. The ratio of hits-on the rotor blades to the total
number of hits on the aircraft- may be used to verify the b. Combat damage data on one Army helicopter
presented area estimates. The -percentage of hits on the indicated that-many adverse reactions involving damage to
main rotor should be somewhat- less than the percentage of oil systems were caused when the oil cooler and its
the average presented area-of-the helicopter accounted for associated lines were perforated by bullets. The resulting
by the main rotor, if the -assumption is valid that ground loss of oil required almost immediate shutdown of the
fire will usually be directed- toward the body of the engine before the bearings- seized in either the engine or
helicopter. transmission. Invariably, a forced landing ensued from-this

damage with -resultant aircraft damage or loss. Both the
5-6. VOID FILLING MATERIAL AROUND FUEL engine and transmission contain sufficient oil for continued
CELLS helicopier flight, if -ameans is provided for isolating these

systems following-a hit on the associated lines. As a result
Another area in which combat- damage analysis served t' of this analysis, the engine oil system in another Army
confirm the findings of BRL experiments concerns the helicopter was equipped with a level sensor which was
ignition and sustained fire--of -fuel- spilled into the voids designed to detect-sudden reductions in the oil supply. The
between aircraft fuel cells and the' aircraft skin. Proving transmission oil- system was equipped with a similar system-
ground experiments conducted-in 1963 indicated that, if which was designed to detect sudden drops in oil flow rate.
this void is large enough, an-explosive mixture of fuel and Figures 5-3 and 5.4 provide illustrations of oil cooler bypass
air is obtained when fuel is sprayed into this space features in both the oil. system and the transmission of
following a fuel cell hit. When-an armor-piercing incendiary modern helicopters. The coolers were equipped with bypass
(API) projectile- hits a-fuel-cell-and causes fuel-eakage into valves which- could, in the event of a signal from these
such voids, this explosive -mixture- may be ignited by the sensors, isolate the appropriate cooler and most of its lines
flash of the functioning -incendiary round. The proving from the-oil system. The-result was that when the cooler or
ground experiments suggested practical procedures to cope its lines were-hit,-the affected system became self-contained
with this fire hazard- -from incendiary rounds. One and uncooled. The temperature of the engine or
innovative procedure reconniended was the insertion of transmission rises-when -this happens, but sufficient time is
plastic foam filler in the -cavities around the fuel cells, provided-for -flight to a safe landing area before further
Figure 5-2 offers an explanation- of how the use of plastic damage occurs. -t-appears that the oil cooler bypass systems
filler should thwart the action of incendiary projectiles. incorporated in -the engine and transmission oil systems
Combat damage analysis should provide the means for have been responsible for reducing the number of adverse
evaluating these procedures. reactions.

5.7. HARDWAA" FEEDBACK . . ro;v.v.,, ... ........ T"e-...... ng
of the control and compressor sections of the engine of

a. The analysis of combat- damage to aircraft systems some helicopters. Combat -daniage analysis had shown-that
and components has often contributed to hardware damage to these-sections caused many of the engine failures
changes, either by changes-in -design- or by- retrofit. A few during combat fliglits of lurbie-powered helicopters,
such hardw,1re changes andcthe role that combat damage Ceramic armoring-panels -were located oro some helicopters
analysis played in their realization will be discussed here. so as to protect these components from ground i, rc.
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TRANSMISSION OIL FILTEP

TO CAUTION INDICATOR
IN COCKPIT. !.

~ ,.....~ PLASC
OIL COATINGN

r SUMP ON SUMP/

X BYPASS LINE

PRESSURE OIL COOLER-
F . SWITCH"

1 OIL TANK VENT
2 ENGINE OIL VENT LINE
3 ENGINE OIL-IN HOSE AND COUPL9NG AYFigure 54. AH.1G transmssion oil cooler bypam.
4 ENGINE OIL-OUT HOSE AND COUPLING ASSY
5 OIL COOLER BYPASS LINE
6 LOW.LEVEL WARNING SWITCH recommendations were made and implemented to use
7 LOW-LEVEL SWITCH GROUND self.seal fiel and oil lines, to increase-the diameter of the
8 SELF-SEALING OIL TANK AND tail- rotor drive shaft, and to fill the cavities surrounding the

MOUNTING SUPPORT CRADLE OH-58 fuel cells with plastic filler. -Figure -5-5 illustrates
9 OIL COOLER

,0 CHECK VALVE three types of lines used to transmit fuel. Combat damage
11 OIL COOLER-BYP/ASS SOLENOID VALVE data- analyses for the OH-13/23 -had -established the
Figure 5-3. OH-6 bi systemn with self~mling oil tank and oil -vulnerability of tail rotor drive snafts -to small-caliber

ure 53., H ytwithreats.

4. The high incidence of fatalities -in -crashes and
d. Combat damage-data -have been utilized to provide bcut-crash fires has been observed in the combat damage

inf.rrmation on the distribution of hits on certain aircraft. >ata.As a result, crash-resistant and bullet-sealing fuel cell
Such information is -used -to determine the optimum materials and self-closing fittings have -been incorporated
disposition of armor to-protect such aircraft. into a crashworthy fuel system designed for, and-installed

a. Many changes were under-consideration to reduce the on, Army helicopters. Figures 5-6 and 5.7 illustrate theo. an chnge wuundrcosidraton o rducth -differences between a sta ndard -fuel system and a
combat data on that aircraft had been accumulated. In crashworthy fuel system.

order to weight and assess the potential effects of such
changes, the results-of light observation helicopters (LOH) g. When a design feature fails-to live up-to-its promise, it

data describing the-distribution of OH-6 hits by-direction thezextent of and th. reasons for the failure -for possible
and angle were used- in -designing armor changes to the benefit to future aircraft designs.
OH-58. To further reduce the vulnerability of the OH-58,
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Figure 5.5. Three types off fuel lines.
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.Figure 5-6. UH-1D/H standard fuel system.
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SECTION VI- APPLICATION OF

COMBAT DAMAGE ANALYSIS.- OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS

6-1. SUPPLEMENTING AIRCRAFT MANUALS combat aircrews and reduce the possibilities of overloa,.,,
aircraft by the ue of improvised armor. An understanding

a. The results of the various aircraft combat damage of survivability design features and -knowledge concerning
data analyses and a continuation of these investigations why the measures were taken-may serve to d-ter-aircrews
may be used to improve the operator manuals and pilot and maintenance personnel Irom tampering in the field
training for future aircraft. The influence of these studies' with these carefully designed features. Thus, the
on the design requirements for improved -survivability of information in the manuals should augment a carefully
future aircraft is discussed in other sections of this report. planned training program for thorough indoctrination of all
As these improved design features are incorporated in involved Army personnel in the most effective maintenance
future aircraft, these features should be described and and utilization of the aircraft in he intended configuration
discussed in the manuals. Furthermore, lessons learned for reduced vulnerability and enhanced survivability in
concerning the utilization of aircraft in combat, and in combat.
particular, concerning emergency procedures which have
evolved from combat experience, should be included in the c. Interrelationships between the aircraft hardware and
operator manuals-for each aircraft. operation of the aircraft as they pertain to the survivability

of the aircraft and the safety of the crew should be stressed
b. Early in the Southeast Asian conflict, rotary-wing in the operator manuals. For example, the pilot should

aircraft- flew into cenbat virtually unarmored. There was know how long the aircraft can fly after loss of
no lightweight armor available for aircraft and aircrew transmission or engine oil. In an area with heavy enemy
-protection. Aircrews improvised their own makeshift armor ground fire, aircrews have often landed aircraft immediately
-largely for their own protection, and this armor often when loss or transmission or engine oil was indicated, and
overloaded the aircraft. As a result of many analyses of the many aircraft have been lost due to landing in
-combat damage to these aircraft, much effort has been enemy-controlled areas. In some instances, those-aircraft
expended to design and Install effective armor for aircrews might have been saved had they flown further to land in a

Sand components into many of these aircraft used in the more hospitable are'a. Thus, it is important .that the
later stage; of the conflict. Many engineering hours will be operator manuals indicate the time safet,, factor for

devoted I.) armor designs to be incorporated into future continued flying after severe damage which causes loss-of
aircraft. Furthermore, as aircraft designs have evolved, transmission or engine oil. Again, information in -the
changes-in systems and components have been made for the manual would back up an intensive training program for
expi'ss purpose of reducing the vulnerability of these aircrews in the proper procedures for maximum
syslen' and components to damage from the threats survivability of the aircraft after damage is incurred.
expec"! to be -encountered in combat. Examples of such
charjgvs ate discussed in other sections of this report. These d. Information concerning successful emergency
armor-protection features and systems-design changes prcc.dures based on the experience of combat pilots and
should be described in detail in both operator and documented in combat damage reports generally onfirms
maintenance manuals for the aircraft. These manuals should the standard operating procedures outlined in the operator
explain -why the more important measures have been taken manuals. For example, the emergency -procedures outlined
and- indicate that combat experience has formed the basis In these manuals for thie course of action to be followed
for the design decisions. Also, these munuals should when loss of anii-torque contro occurs on hcicopic-
emphasize the importance of combat data reporting for equipped with tail rotors have been sustained by the
successes as well as failures. Such information in these combat data available on these aircraft. Anti-torque control
manuals will serve several purposes. Stressing the loss arises when the tail rotor is in any manner impaired
incorporated survivability features of these aircraft based (loss of tail rotor controls, loss of tail rotor drive, loss-of
on combat experience should give added confidence to tail rotor either whody or partially, loss of tail boom) ur
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fails to function properly. When- this event occurs, it has b. Combat damage has underlinea the aircraft loss~rate
been found that, depending on aircraft disposition, only due to-single-pilot casualties and has stressed the need-for at
two procedures are ,jseful to land the aircraft safely. If the least some emergency training for observers or otier
aircraft is in forward flight, the operator manuals suggest personnel on aircraft that usually fly with a single pilot.
that the best procedure is -a -running linding. [lowevex, if The-training need not be extensive, but some fundamentals
this problem occurs while the aircraft is at sufficient necessary to safely land the aircraft would- be highly
altitude in hover or in some flight regime with small desirable. Better aircraft survivability and mission
forward velocity, circumstances generally do not pennit performance would be assured if two qualified pilots are
gaining enough speed to -make a running landing. In this assigned to the mission of LOH aircraft. The second pilot
event, the recommended procedure is to enter autorotation should be trained primarily as an observer but-should also
immediately. Combat damage reports (References 12, 13, be given sufficien! training to have a capability for bringing
and 14) discuss loss or impairment of anti-torque controls the craft home safely if the primar, pilot is in any way
at length and report the -details of incidents involving this incapacitated. The thrust of the combat damige data
problem. Symptomatic and-response characteristics of some concerning LOH aircraft strongly emphasizes that these
damaged aircraft are also reportea. Thee reports tend to aircraft should not be sent into combat again with only a
confirm the established procedures for this type of single qualified pilot or a single set of flight controls.
emergency. Operator manuals for Future helicopters with
tail rotor installations should include statements in the 6-3. CASUALTY REPORTS
emergency procedures section which indicate that combat
experience support! these emerr-icy measures. If additional One of the larger payoffs of combat damage analysis has
combat damage data analyses reveal any changes that come from an investigation into the primary kinds of
should be considered in aircraft operational procedures, casualties and the leading causes of these casualties for
these should be documented-in-the operator manuals. personnel aboard aircraft involved in adverse reactions. The

findings-in this area are of a dramatic nature-for they deale. nfonration derived from combat damage will be directly with people and the saving of lives. Because of this,
utilized in operator manuals such as those proposed for the casualty reports tend to gain attention more-rapidly than
UTTAS aircraft. These improved manmuals, together with- other-combat-damage-oriented reports. The primary report
effective training programs -for aircrews and maintenance ole-oibtdiaeoitdrprs 7epiayrpr

published in-this area-is BRLM 2030 (Reference 1),-which
personnel which include specific infonnation concerning covered- the time period 1962 through 1967. A second
the survivability features of this and other aircraft and report-s-in preparationand will cover the time period 1963
operational information for-maximizing the survivability of through- 1970. Casualty reports have stressed-the need for
the aircraft, should serve-to-minimize future aircraft losses arhor- andhave analyzed the effectiveness of armor.
in combat. Furthermore, these measures should stimulate
thinking oit the part of aircrew and maintenance personnel 6-4- GUIDANCE OFFERED BY COMBAT DAMAGE
in the field concerning any hardware matters or operational ANALYSIS FOR SOLUTION OF SUSPECTED
procedures whichi might-enhance aircraft survivability. AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY PROBLEMS

6-2. THE SINGLE PILOT PROBLEM IN a. Wounding from spall was considered to be a serious
OBSERVATION HELICOPTERS problem for aircrew members prior to publication of

combat damage casualty reports. This problem is addressed
a. An important problem that may be addressed or in BRLM 2030; conclusions are reached based on the data

re-addressed by military operations planners at the analyzed that: (1) wounds from spall- may largely be
decision-making level concerns the use of a single pilot in prevented- by lightweight nonarmor materials and (2)
missions perfoired- by observation helicopters. No data extensive armorplating with attendant weight -penalties to
other than combat damage data shed specific light on this prevent spali effects is unnecessary.
issue and spotlight -the- consequences in terms of lives saved
or las". Cru"n .,,:. ,.ti...... :... iere... -K T, " aforenic!niohed cstimItv renrt. -BRLM 2030.
reconnaissance ind scouting missions with a single pilot and also addresses the problem of head and neck wounds anong
a trained observer, only the pilot is qualified to fly the aircrew members. The data indicate that wound, -in this
air%,raft. Combat damage analysts have uncoveredl serious area-of the body were a major cause of combat -fatalities of
problems con6-2rnig this philosoph) of combat operation. arcrew members. A protective helmet for the head and
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C.,) teck is indicated by the study. However, the data also show .undertaken in the future. Only combat damage data can

many injuries to the head and neck front crashes. Any sited light on this problem. The anaiysis of this problem will
additional weight carried on the head in the form of a not be considered credible unless the results are supported
helmet to reduce wound casualties might add to the hazard by combat damage data. It appears thai the most frequent
of head and neck injuries in crashes. The net gain in lives cause of mission aborts is casualties, while another
saved by the use of ballistic helmets, even with a important cause is intense fire in the landing zone.
lightweight helmet designed- for use against .30 caliber However, precautionary mission aborts occur frequently
ammunition, is questionable. Detailed analyses of the also. Tifs type of mission abort should be studied closely to
survival of crew members -in crashes should precede any see if some procedure may be established to guarantee
decisions on this-matter. mission success more often and prevent costly, often

unnecessary, mission aborts.
c. The analysis of combat data has also shown that a

suspected fire hazard in hydraulic systems on Army 6-6. CONTRIBUTIONS TO AIRCRAFT
helicopters has not posed- acritical problem for helicopter MANUFACTURERS
systems to date. (However, hydraulic fires have been a
problem in fixed-wing aircraft and may be anticipated in Proper analysis of combat damage data requires a large data
future helicopters with more complex and higher pressure collection. this pool of useful and, in many cases,
systems.) coordinated data has been used by a wider audience titan

the Department of -Defense. Aircraft manufacturers have
6-5. CONTRIBUTIONS TO MISSION ABORT often contributed to and have received from the combat-
ANALYSIS damage -data- bank pertinent information for studying the

toughness of-various -aircraft systems. In this manner, the
Further combat damage analysis will lead to a better combat damage -data collection and analysis program hs
understanding of mission-aborts. The analysis of causes of helped to maintain a dialogue with aircraft manufacturers.
mission aborts will increasezthc chances for mission success. Continued cooperation between AMSAA/BRL personnel
An exhaustive study of this problem has not yet been and representatives of -aircraft manufacturing companies in

- attempted, and it -is recommended that this study be these areas shculd-be fostered.
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SECTION VII- THE APPLICATION OF!

COMBAT DATA TO PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES

7-1. An important purpose of the -combat data analyses is aircraft to damage to.part of the system and the reactions,
to provide verification or improvement of basic of pilots under a variety of conditions.
assumptions which must be made for many predictive
vulnerability and effectiveness stitdies. This application of -.3. in analytical studies of weapons effectivenes , the
the combat data remains largely to be exploited since the of rotary-wing a r future operations
primary emph' sis has been placed on data collection, after being forced to make a landing as a result of enemy

organization of the data, and direct reduction of aircraft action has generally been based on an assumed recovery

vulnerability through protection or redesign of aircraft rate. An examination of the combat damage data for either

systems. Sonic preliminary investigations which were all Army helicopters or all helicopters covered in this

directed toward the verification of predictive vulnerability summary shows that a larger percentage of the aircraft

methods have been'made. forced to land were- recovered. It should-be noted that most
analytical studies have assumed a mid-intensity ground

7-2. Vulneiability analysis and -the studies which they threat environment, whereas most action in Vietnam
support (e.g., survivability, attrition, effectiveness, cost involved a low-intensity ground threat environment.
effectiveness, operations-require selection of certain kill or Further information concerning-the expected recovery rates
defeat categories for evaluation. Attrition and for dewned aircraft under various conditions could

categories have been investigated probably be obtained from additional analysis of the

mainly in the past. Significant-efforts-are now in process to available data.

make evaluations in categories of'mission abort and mission 7-4. The combat damage data-bank should be searched for
availability as they relate t' repair -time. To accomplish additional information which may shed light on the causes
these studies, criteria of demage levols to the aircraft or of mission aborts (e.g., relationship of mission abort
crew members for a kill, in a damage category are incidents to flight conditions - altitude, speed, mission
established for each aircraft itudy. Information obtained in types, flight phase, time of day). In particular, since many
analysis of combat damnugc iata-has often been utilized in effectivcess and survivability studies involve attack
establishing these criteria. Among the significant findings helicopters, there is a need-for an in-depth examipati n of
from the analyses of combat- damage data which have a all available data for UH-IB/C and AH-IG helicopt rs to
strong bearing on these kil, ,riteria-are those concerning determine the engagement -conditions and/or the level of
redundant systems of aircraft. In some aircraft, the combat damage to the aircraft or -crew which- result in the
damage data strooigly suggest thatsonie-of these systems are premature termination of -the mission of these aircraft in
not actually redundant under a wide spectrum of attack on ground targets.
conditions. (For example, see Section V for a discussion of
the dual engine system.) Furthermore, the .,nbat data 7-5. In summary, limited- verification of some of the
show examples where helicopter crashes occur after a pilot predictive techniques and- basic assumptions germane to
is wounded or killed when- the aircraft is in A critical analytical studies have been provided by the analysis of
maneuver in spite of the presence of a second pilot with airciaft combat damage data to date. The combat damage
dual controls available. Additional study of the combat data present ideal opportunities to -challenge and impiove
data is needed that is directed toward a better the existing predictive techniques for aircraft vulnerability
understanding of the response of redundant systems of and survivability.
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r SECTION VIII- APPLICATIONS OF

COMBAT DAMAGE ANALYSIS TO FUTURE AIRCRAFT

8-. The ultimate value of combat damage analysis lies in lessons learned for this type of aircraft from 01113S123G,
its application to the vulnerability reduction of future OH-6, -and OH-58 combat experiences as presented in the
aircraft. It is here that combat damage analysis can bring to respective combat damage reports.
bear all of the experience gathered from years of effort and
investigation and make a significant contribution to the 82. As an example of the type of influence that combat
survivability of aircraft in a combat environment. Of damage analysis has on tbe design criteria of impending
paramount interest in these considerations~is the fact that aircraft, it may be noted that some'of the recent request for
government project managers and aircraft manufacturers' quotation (RFQ) requirements were adopted because of
representatives listen with greater attention when specifir lessons iearned through combat damage analysis
confronted with the facts and figures accrued by combat while others were adopted just because of improved
damage analysis supporting survivability measures. It is receptiveness following Southeast Asian experiences.
difficult to deny the results of combat experiences,
particularly if these are well documented. The various
agencies of the Department of Defense involved with the 8-3. For the UTTAS helicopter and its T700 ei
procurement of aircraft and responsible for creating the vulnerability reduction- and survivability were among ,,guidelines-and specifications of new aircraft welcome the factors- considered and weig.ted in the evaluation for
opportunity to employ the valuable lessons learned from source selection of this design helicopter. Numerous request

analysis of combat damage data. Combat damage analysts for proposal (RFP)- requirements were incorporated
have contributed, and are now contributing, to the specifically to reduce vulnerability to ground fire. Initial
requirements and specifications of new aircraft with the vulnerability assessments-were required to accompany the
intent of correcting, modifyig, and suggesting engineering proposed designs, and prototype hardware and test beds are
guidelines for the vulnerability reduction of these proposed to -undergo vulnerability tests by various Department of
aircraft. Specifically, combat damage reports devoted to the Defense agencies. Concurrent with the development efforts,
-UH.I aircraft furnished data for the UT'ITAS helicopter a-Survivability/Vulnerability Plan requirement assures that
specifications. Similarly, anlyses concerned with the vulnerability -will be- minimized through continuingAH.1G aircraft, supported t,.e design specifications contractor evaluation and trade-off analyses of design

established for the AAH helicopter. The CH-54, CH-53, changes, guided by ad hoc testing of material samples,
CH-7, and CH-46 reports have supplied relevant data mockups, andihigh-time-or expended components by the
incorporated into the design features of the l-ILH contractor or -by proper government agencies, as
helicopter.. Further, the ARH aerial reconnaissance appropriate.
helicopter will have specifications modified to reflect
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SECTION IX - SPECIFIC AREAS FOR FUTURE APPLICATIONS

9-1. GENERAL specify the type of information required -concerning aircraft
response to specific damage to supplement and increase

a. This section will outline some of the-problem areas in their experience. The statistical base is large enough now towhich future combat -data analyses should be-accomplished produce, for example, detailed analyses of specific- aircraft[to provide necessary insights toward solutions. As systems to determine relative hardness (or-softness) of-these

emphasized throughout this report, the most- obvious and various systems.I also the most important applications of the results of
analyses of aircraft combat damage data -are in the general 9-2. SUPPORT OF NEW AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT
reduction of the vulnerability of aircraft and the reduction
of casualties among airborne personnel. However, other a. T'he most pressing need for the combat data-analyses
information is contained among these data which may be of is' for. the support of survivability requirements in the
value in the planning of future combat operations involving procurement of the next generation -aircraft. Of principal
aircraft. Some specific recommendations for further concern are the AAH, HLH, and UTTAS.
analyses of these data will be offered. Some of these
recommendations have appeared -in -earlier sections of this (1) Advanced. Attack Helicopter (AAH). To date,

report but will be enumerated again in this section. about half of the reported AH-IG combat damage incidents
has been analyzed. The remaining data should be analyzed

b. At this point, before any specific-recommendations in context with the previous reports- (References 15 and
are made, it should be noted that in many cases it is 16).
difficult to detefmine the precise degree to which the
combat damage data influenced government- and- industry (2) Heavy-Lift Helicopter (M.H). Analyses on 33
vulnerability reduction specialists. In some-cases, it is likely percent of the reported incidents of -combat damage on
that the specialists, pursuing an-idea, sought- confirmation CH-47 and CIt-54 helicopters have been- completed. All
in the combat data. In other cases, it- is-likely that the remaining incidents should be analyzed. -In addition, all
combat data ignited the spark which- -produced an data on large non-Army helicopters (CH-3, CH-53;-CH.46)
investigation that resulted in vulnerability -reduction or should also .e analyzed for guidance-in-HLH -urvivabi'my
merely a lesson learned. This may be particularly true since requirements.
vulnerability reduction specialists have also -been -involved
with the analysis of combat damage datazfor=a-number of (3) Utility Tactical Transport- Aerial System
the aircraft. Which came first is not really-important, but (UTTAS). A large sample of combat damage-inciderts on
what is important is that this data bank, accumulated over a UH-. helicopters has been reported. Only 22 percent of
1.year period, be available in the -future to the these incidents has been analyzed. Selective- studies should
vulnerability analyst for usa as his needsdictate. be conducted to exploit these data in support of the

c. Combat damage data are not a substitute for UTTAS development and its significant survivability
controlled vulnerability testing, but they are a required requirements.
supplement. For certain types of damage which can be
readily simulated by proving ground tests, additional b. The OV-l is the largest fixed-wing-aircraft,-in the U.
questions must be asked. Given a specific damage-to aircraft S. Army inventory, which operated in- Vietnam. Data on
systems in flight, could a given aircraft-continue-to -fly? If combat damage through June 1967 have-been -analyzed and
so, for how long? If it could, would -pilots-normally try? published. Since this aircraft with its mission of" ~ ~Call 010. Hf-11lSOr .,-tht .... ,-:. . . , . ..... . ... ----- :-. .0,,,,,l,,!-a~ujce

these questions can sometimes be as important as the more often to large threats (.50 caliber to 23mm). In
observations made from ground tests. Such answers cannot addition, problem areas uncovered-in the first -analysis and
be obtained except from combat damage statistics. the recommended fixes should be investigated in the
Vulnerability analysts who are actively -involved-in firing remaining data. Such analysis should also-benefit any future
tests, and others, should be given the opportunity to Army aircraft for this mission.
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9-3. MULTIPLE SYSTEMS DAMAGE What are the critical parameters of hydraulic systems that

can contribute to serious hydraulic 'fires?- Similar-derail is

There are many, instances in the combat damage reports also needed to understand the variety of fuel and
where adverse aircraft reactions were brought about by lubricating oil fires that may occur on an aircraft in flight.
damage to multiple systems of the aircraft. This damage Power-train vulnerability results directly -from damage to
was caused by either multiple hits with several rounds or bearings, gears, and shafts, and also indirectly to oil
single rounds impacting on-components of several systems. starvation; the damage reaction of such components is
In some cases, it was possible -to identify the one system highly infiueoced by difference in design detail.
which was the most likely cause of the aircraft reaction; 9.5. INVESTIGATION OF MISSION ABORTS
however, in, many cases,- this was not possible. There is a
need for better understanding of the multiple-hit damage For the next generation of Army helicopters (UTTAS,
phenomenon and its influence on vulnerability reduction as HLIH, AAH), a considerable effort has already been
well as nssion accomplishment. An analysis. of data expended toward vulnerability reduction in the attrition
available in the combat .damage data bank concerning and forced-landing categories. Success in vulnerability
multiple hit damage to various aircraft would provide reduction in these two serious damage categories should
insight concerning this phenomenon and, from a hardware stimulate an increase of attention to the mission abort
point of view, offer some information on spacing of category of damage. The combat damage data should be
redundant components-and help identify systems for which investigated to determine the principal causes of aborted
simultaneous damage results in synergistic effects. Of missions in order that vulnerability reduction tecliques
particular interest in -this-area- would be the interaction of may be applied to this class of damage. Changes in
pilot/copilot wounding with other simultaneous systems operational procedures could also increase the probability

damage. of mission completion. Many mission aborts were
-precauticnary in nature, and the findings of combat damage

9.4. COMPARISON OF DAMAGE EFFECTS TO- analyses incorporated in the pilots' operator manual, as
FUNCTIONAL AIRCRAFT SUBSYSTEMS previously discussed, could result in a-reduction of this type

of reaction on the part of the pilots. -Pilots in a combat
a. Studies of systems damage and effects must be environment must make quick and critical judgments when

continued to compare the vulnerability of different systems damage-occurs; any information Whichcan be gleaned from
and their components designed for the same function in the combat damage data bank which--could aid in these
different aircraft, or different designs for the same aircraft. judgments should be made available -to them both in the
For instance, data suggest that -the rotor system of one form of manuals and incorporated in the training program.

helicopter is more vulnerable than rotor systems of other 9-6. REPAIRABILITY AND REPAIR TIME
aircraft. More detailed-investigations should-be undertaken

to verify and understand-such observations. Although extensive research has been conducted to
minimize repair time in normal aircraft maintenance,

b. Additional analyses are needed to compare the practically no consideration has been-given to repairability
relative merits of the flight controls systems and- of combat damage, major or minor. Since most of the
components in the various aircraft. flow do the different aircraft hit by ground fire did continue to fly, an extensive
push-pull rods, torque tubes, bellcranks, cables, cable variety of dnage has been observed- which should be
pulleys, and other -mechanical control components analyzed to glean desirable {and -toidentify undersirable)
employed i. various aircraft compare in ballistic tolerance? design features.
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9.7. SAFETY IMPLICATIONS (NOAJHOSTILE significantly to the accident experience statistics. Since the
ACCIDENTS) data have already been collected, it is only necessary to

analyze~such data from a different point of view.
Whereas the -primary purpose of 'ombat- damage analysis is
to improve combat survivability, benefits might accrue-to 9-8. RECOMMENDATIONS
aircraft operating in nonhostile envirpnments. The The above discussion .has outlined a few of the problems
fundamental- causes of a crash, for example, are the- same where combat damage data analyses may proyideinsights
for aircraft operating in hostile and in nonhostile toward solutions. The. efforts made by AMSAA/BRL
environments. An oil leak, results in an oil-starved bearing should be continued-somewhere hi the DOD community. A
whether the oil lipe is severed by a bullet or a fitting-fails. special team should be trained, ready for deployment
During hostilities, combat damage occurs more frequently whenever and wherever opportunities develop to collect
than materiel failures; herice, the combat data can add combat damage data.

0 4
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